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Question #454

On a standalone BIG-IP ASM system, which of the following configuration is valid?

A. Pool named http_pool with 1 pool member, no persistence, and no load balancing method
B. Pool named http_pool with 3 pool members, cookie persistence, and ratio load balancing method
C. Pool named http_pool with 2 pool members, source IP persistence, and least connections load balancing
method
D. Pool named http_pool with 3 pool members, cookie persistence, and least connections load balancing method

Answer: A 

Question #455

Which of the following violations cannot be learned by Traffic Learning?

A. RFC violations
B. File type length violations
C. Attack signature violations
D. Meta character violations on a specific parameter.

Answer: A 

Question #456

What is the purpose of the IP addresses listed in the Trusted IP section when using Policy Builder?

A. Incoming requests with these IP addresses will never get blocked by BIG-IP ASM.
B. Incoming requests with these IP addresses will not be taken into account as part of the learning process, they
will be allowed to do anything.
C. Incoming requests with these IP addresses will automatically be accepted into the security
www.braindumps.com 87 F5 101 Exam policy, Policy Builder will validate that future requests with this traffic
will not create a violation.
D. Incoming requests with these IP addresses will be used by Policy Builder to create an alternate more advanced
security policy, this additional policy will not be enabled unless forced by the administrator.

Answer: C 

Question #457

Which of the following protocols can be protected by Protocol Security Manager? (Choose three.)

A. FTP
B. SSH
C. HTTP
D. SMTP
E. Telnet

Answer: D 

Question #458

Which of the following user roles have access to make changes to security policies? (Choose two.)

A. Guest
B. Operator
C. Administrator
D. Web Application Security Editor



Answer: CD 

Question #459

Which of the following are methods BIG-IP ASM utilizes to mitigate web scraping vulnerabilities? (Choose two.)

A. Monitors mouse and keyboard events
B. Detects excessive failures to authenticate
C. Injects JavaScript code on the server side
D. Verifies the client supports JavaScript and cookies

Answer: AD 

Question #460

When choosing Fundamental as the Policy Builder security policy type, BIG-IP ASM will learn and enforce the
following components? (Choose two.)

A. Attack signatures
B. Global parameters
C. HTTP protocol compliance
D. URLs and meta characters

Answer: AC 

Question #461

Which of the following is a benefit of using iRules?

A. They can be used as templates for creating new applications
B. They provide an automated way to create LTM objects
C. They can use Active Directory to authenticate and authorize users
D. They provide a secure connection between a client and LTM
E. They enable granular control of traffic

Answer: E 

Question #462

Which of the following is NOT a benefit of using SSL offload?

A. It enables iRules to be used on traffic arriving to LTM that is encrypted
B. The CPU processing led on backend servers is reduced
C. It enables LTM to decrypt traffic, examine the payload, and the re-encrypt before sending it to a pool member
D. The organization requires far less SSL certificates
E. It increases the bandwidth between the client and LTM

Answer: E 

Question #463

When using a routed configuration, the real server must point to the LTM as the _________.

A. Default gateway
B. Virtual IP
C. DNS server
D. NTP server
E. WINS server

Answer: A 



Question #464

Which three of these software modules can you layer on top of LTM on a BIG-IP device?

A. Enterprise Manage
B. ARX
C. APM
D. FirePass
E. Web Accelerator
F. GTM

Answer: CEF 

Question #465

WebAccelerator uses three tiers to improve performance. What are the three tiers?

A. Web server offload
B. Network offload
C. Client offload
D. Protocol offload
E. Application offload
F. Bandwidth offload

Answer: ABE 

Question #466

Which three of the following must be done in order for GTM to properly communicate LTM?

A. Ensure that GTM and LTM use the same floating IP address
B. Exchange SSL certificates between the two
C. Configure the GTM and LTM to use MAC masquerading
D. Connect the GTM and LTM with a network crossover cable
E. Synchronize the big3d versions between GTM and LTM
F. Add the LTM object to the GTM configuration

Answer: BEF 
Integrating LTMsystems with GTM systems on a network

Running the bigip_add utility -
Determine the self IP addresses of the BIG-IP LTM systems that you want to communicate with BIG-IP GTM.
Run the bigip_add utility on BIG-IP GTM. This utility exchanges SSL certificates sothat each system isauthorized to
communicate with the other.
When the LTM and GTM systems use the same version of the big3d agent, you run the bigip_add utility toauthorize
communications between the systems. http://support.f5.com/kb/en-us/products/big-ip_gtm/manuals/product/gtm-
implementations11-3-0/7.html
Note:
The BIG-IP GTM and BIG-IP LTM systems must have TCP port 4353 open through the firewall between the systems.
The BIG-IP systems connect and communicate through this port.
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